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Abstract Mapping on the Internet is a growing field with many applications using cartographic data. Available

technologies differ marked ly in their co mplexity, cost and openness. This work addresses a three-component Web mapping
solution for area management in a town council in Benin. The imp lementation has been done thanks to a geographic
database PostgreSQL/PostGIS that handles spatial and attributes data. The geographic server uses these spatial data to
produce map layers thanks to the requirements of the Web applicat ion. The latter is based on the java server pages and
servlets technologies to manage the dynamic side of the system. The proposed system allows users to interact with it using
Web browser or short message services from mob ile phone. The full description of the system is presented in this paper.
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1. Introduction
As widely recognized, cartography is a means by wh ich
men represent geographic information in the form of
symbols and graphics. It appears as the first step toward
creating geographic informat ion systems that widespread
nowadays with many applicat ions in the fields of health,
demography, climatology, and topography. The Open
Geospatial Consortium normalization has applications in the
field of Web mapping where most of them are restricted to
printing or diffusing information in a static mode.
With a collection of tools, geographic info rmation system
GIS for short, is able to bridge the gap between curiositydriven science and practical problem solving. GIS is a
complex beast with many distinct appearances. To some, it is
a way to automate the product of maps while to others this
application seems far too mundane compared to the
complexity associated with solving geographic problems and
supporting spatial decisions according to Longley in[5].
One effective way to make map informat ion availab le to a
group o f nontechn ical end users is to make it availab le
through a Web page. Web mapping appears as GIS for Web
developers[6]. There are two broad kinds of Web mapping
applications: static and interactive. Static maps are displayed
as an image on a Web page. Interactive maps are accessed
through W eb p ages and are called Web -based maps or
simp ly Web maps. These maps can be very powerful, but as
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mentioned, they can also be difficu lt to set up due to the
technical skills required for maintaining a Web server, a
mapping server/program and management of the underlying
map data according to Longley in[2]. Maps are an effective
med iu m which can be used for develop ment projects as
mentioned in[7].
Unfortunately in developing countries, large scale maps
are not always available; data are often so outdated such that
free dig ital maps offer an alternative.
In Ben in, located in West Africa, area localizat ion
based-upon Web mapping application is not available. The
goal of this work is to propose a Web mapping application
for areas and shops localization to fill this observed gap in
our town council. The case study in concern is Dogbo city.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the
motivation under this study. Section 3 gives an overview on
existing technologies in Web mapping. Section 4 highlights
required tools to develop Web mapping applications where
as section 5presents the solution we have developed to
handle the Web mapping system as a tool for
decision-making at the town council Dogbo, Ben in Republic.
Section 6 presents the physical system architecture while
section 7 is about the deployment diagram. Section 8
presents the security concern whereas Sect ion 9 shows the
simu lation results through interfaces. Finally the conclusion
and perspectives are given in Section 10.

2. Motivation
In developing countries especially in Benin, public area
management by authorities is subject to polemic. Despite the
strong willing shown by authorities in town council, cit izens
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often do not trust the results of area or shop attribution. There
is no monitoring system to help citizens to know which
public areas or shops are available. In Benin, there is no
municipality with modern IT tools for monitoring areas or
shops under the control of town council. Mayors with their
councilors have a broad discretion and independent powers
to manage hu man and financial resources of their co mmunity.
The heart of this is the management of public spaces which is
often a source of disagreement between ad min istration and
citizens. The causes of these conflicts are of various origins
including:
• the lack of geographic delimitation and areas'
identification. Taxpayers attempted to use more space than
required. Th is situation often creates conflicts between
taxpayers and town council ad min istration.
• the absence of a digital d irectory associating each
occupant with allocated area. Such data are manual in many
cases.
• the delivered authorization permit to allow cit izen to
exploit a public does not mention geographic references
about the considered area.
• etc.
Based on such analyses, the development of geographic
informat ion systems using the Internet and Web
technologies could be useful for town councils for area and
shop management. This system will improve the town
councils performance in areas and shops management.
Moreover, cit izens are ab le to connect to the platform to
monitor areas or shops available.

3. Overview on Web Mapping
Technologies
Web mapping involves two main technologies which are
Web technology and database management systems. So me
of them are free or proprietary tools. There are two broad
kinds of Web mapping applicat ions which are static and
interactive[1]. Static maps display an image on a Web page.
Interactive maps aren't co mmonly seen because they require
specialized skills to keep such sites up and running.
Interactive maps that are accessed through Web pages are
referred to Web-based maps. These Web-based maps are
powerful and may be difficult to set up due to the technical
skills required for maintaining a Web server, mapping
server/program and management of the underlying map data.
The term interactive implies that the user can somehow
interact with the map. This means the user can select
different map data layers to v iew or zooming into a part icular
part of the map of interest. All this is done interacting with
the Web page and a map image that is repeatedly updated.
3.1. Web Scri pting Languages
Web scripting languages are means to program dynamic
Web pages. Their functionalit ies can be extended to database
access, e-commerce transaction, Web mapping, etc. The
commonly -used scripting languages are PHP, ASP, servlets,

JSP, etc.
• The personal preprocessor hypertext PHP for short was
created in 1994 by Ras mus Ledorf. It is an interpreted
scripting language mainly used to produce dynamic Web
pages via HTTP server. For mo re details, the reader may
refer to[8].
• The Active Server Pages ASP for short, is a standard
developed by Microsoft in 1996. It allows the development
of interactive Web pages. ASP is a structure consisting of
objects accessible through VBScript and Jscript languages.
For more details, the reader may refer to[9].
• A servlet is a program that runs on the server side and
allo ws functions' extension. It receives a request from clients,
processes it and returns the result. The connection between
the servlet and the client can be direct or through an
intermediary such as a HTTP server. For mo re details, the
reader may refer to[11, 12].
• The Java Server Pages JSP for short, are a Java
technology which allows the generation of dynamic Web
pages. JSP technology separates the presentation as XHTML
and treatments in the form of Java class. JSP allows to
introduce Java code in predefined tags within XHTM L page.
For more details, the reader may refer to[11, 12].
3.2. Web Servers and Web Applications
Web servers and application servers are tools at the server
side that execute Web applications. Even though they are
different fro m each other, they are complementary. The Web
server is on charge of queries through the hypertext transfer
protocol fro m the client. Application servers execute
applications on server side. The Web servers and the
application servers are usually combined. It is the case of
Tomcat server, JBoss server, Jetty server, Glassfish server
which are fro m Java technology.
3.3. Presentati on of Tomcat Application Server
Apache Tomcat container is a free application written in
Java that imp lements the specifications about servlets and
JSP. It includes by default Apache Web server and can be
used independently with the Web server or in collaboration
with other servers such as Internet Information Server[3].
3.4. Presentati on of Jetty Applicati on Server
Jetty is a HTTP server and servlet engine written entirely
in Java. Because of its small size, it is ideal for defining Web
services once embedded in a Java application[3].
3.5. Presentati on of Gl assfish Applicati on Server
GlassFish is the first open source that fully implements the
Java Enterprise Ed ition. It allows developers to create and
deploy Web applications. At standard levels, GlassFish
covers JSP and servlets to do dependency injection in the
Web container.
3.6. Spati al Database Management Systems
A spatial database is an optimized database that stores and
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queries data related to objects in space, including points,
lines and polygons. While typical databases can understand
various numerical and character data types, additional
functionalities needs to be added for spatial databases to
process spatial data types called geometry.
There exist many spatial database management systems,
SDBMS among wh ich Oracle spatial of Oracle, PostGIS of
PostgresSQL, My GIS of MySQL with features to manage
object geometry, spatial index, spatial predicate, spatial
function, spatial reference system. We will present these
three SDBMS through these characteristics based upon the
Open Geospatial Consortium, OGC.
3.6.1. Geo metry
The three spatial DBMS use a vector mode to represent
geographic objects based on the spaghetti model. Spaghetti
data are vector data composed of simp le lines with no
topology and usually no attributes according to GIS
dictionary[4]. Spaghetti lines may cross, but no intersections
are created at those crossings. According to this model, the
representation of spatial data is the one where the geometry
of an object is described independently of another.
They all imp lement the OGC defined object model. Only
Oracle allows the arc storage as part of a geometry, but it
does not respect the naming rules[12]. Tab le 1 summarizes
the representation model and geometric types used by three
spatial DBMS to represent objects.
Table 1. Comparison of spatial DBMS based on geometry features
SDBMS
Representatio
n model

MyGIS
Spaghetti
model

PostGIS
Spaghetti
model

Implemented
geometric
types

- geometry
- point
- linestring
- polygon
-geomcollecti
on
- multipoint
multilinestrin
g
multipolygon

- geometry
- point
- linestring
- polygon
-geomcollecti
on
- multipoint
multilinestrin
g
multipolygon

Spatial Oracle
Spaghetti model
- geometry
- point
- linestring
- polygon
-geomcollection
- multipoint
- multilinestring
- multipolygon
- arclinestring
compoundlinest
ring
compoundpolyg
onstring
- circle
- rectangle

3.6.2. Spatial Index
According to GIS dictionary[4], a spatial index is a
mechanis m for optimizing access to data based upon the
spatial colu mn of the business table. A spatial index is used
by spatial database to optimize spatial queries. The spatial
database management systems have a spatial indexing
system and recommend the use of indexes for co lu mns that
contain geographic objects. Indeed, the spatial data are often
large and therefore require significant processing time. It is
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important to classify these columns in the space using a
system of indexing to optimize treat ment. The reader may
refer to[4] to obtain more details.
3.6.3. Spatial Predicate
A primary function of a geographic information system is
to determine the spatial relationships between features.
Spatial predicates co mbine functions and operators to test the
spatial relations between objects. Pred icates are Boolean
functions that return TRUE if a test passes and FALSE,
otherwise, to determine if a specific relat ionship exists
between a pair o f geo metries. These predicates often use the
notion of rectangle-encompassing objects to realize tests to
do quick calculat ions. For more details, we refer the reader
to[4].
3.6.4. Spatial Reference Function
Since the geographic data are represented on a nearly
spherical surface, it is necessary to represent them on flat
surfaces. This is done thanks to mathematical formu las[16].
The data are then transformed into a new system of spatial
reference. Therefore spatial database management systems
offer various functionalities.

4. Requirements of Web Mapping
Applications
The basic requirements of a Web mapping application are
a computer, an Internet connection, a Web server, a Web
mapping server and mapp ing data that we may describe as
follows.
• A co mputer. Its characteristics depend on how intensive
the Web mapping application is. One should also take care
about the operating system. In general, Windows and Linu x
operating systems are best supported whereas Mac OS X and
other Unix-based systems are less so[1].
• An Internet connection. Since the idea is to share the
Web mapping application with others, its performance
depends on the bandwidth of the Internet connection.
• A Web server. A Web server is needed to handle the
high-level co mmun ications between the end-user and the
underlying mapping services. The Web server presents a
Web page containing maps and map-related tools to the end
user. Apache HTTP server and M icrosoft Internet
Information Services are the most used[1].
• A Web mapping server. The Web mapping server is the
engine behind the maps through which one can see on the
Web page. The Web mapping server needs to be configured
to allow co mmunicat ion with the Web server and to
assemble data layers into an appropriate image.
• Mapping data. Mapping data is often referred to as
spatial or geospatial data and can be used in an array of
desktop mapping programs or Web mapping servers.
Mapping information to display can be satellite imagery,
database connections, GIS software files, text files, etc.
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4.1. Data Acquisition
The data for the production of the geographic database can
be obtain fro m various sources namely :
• satellite images;
• aerial photographs;
• existing maps;
• data collected with a Global Positioning System GPS
receiver.
The last option is the one we used for data acquisition for
the proposed system. The GPS is a satellite positioning
system capable of giving a position within a few meters
anywhere on the globe. Originally, GPS was designed to
provide the U.S. military system global tracking of high
accuracy[15].

5. Description of the Proposed System
It has become much more convenient fro m the user needs
to design an application that best meets its requirements. In
the case of the Web mapping under consideration, users are
citizens whose objective is to interact with the platform for a
request about available areas in a town council.
The functional requirements of the proposed system are
the following:
• any user can view, locate or ask for a particu lar area;
• an occupant of an area may send complaints through the
system;
• a staff member in charge of comp laint management may
reply;
• the Mayor may connect to the system to validate a
request, to generate authorization document;
• a requester may be either informed by email or SMS
about notification or approval on his request;
The non-functional specifications are the follo wing:
• the only need required to use the application is a Web
browser;
• all necessary tools and libraries for the imp lementation
of the Web mapping platform should be free and
open-source;
• the application should be extensible in the way that other
functionalities can be embedded to imp rove its performance.
• Data management should be centralized and facilitated
by a dedicated application;
• The mapping server should be accessible via a home
page;
• The interface should be simple and ergonomic.
5.1. Methodol ogy
It is usually necessary to use approved methods for
modeling and planning any process. The used approach in
this project is inspired by the one proposed by Roques in[13].
The analysis is structured around three key areas:
• the functional analysis through which we describe the
different use-cases;
• the dynamic analysis that allows us to describe the life

cycle of the object diagram sequence;
• the static analysis that allows the description of the
object structure through class diagram.
Let us describe each one.
5.2. Functional Anal ysis
By functional analysis, we present the different actors,
their ro les and functions in the system.
5.2.1. Actors
An actor is the abstraction of a role played by external
entities (user, device hardware or other systems) that interact
directly with the system studied[13]. We identified the
following actors who interact with the system:
• Citizen: a user whose functions are limited to monitoring
or asking for an area;
• An occupant: He is a citizen who has received an
occupation authorization fro m the mayor. He can co mplain if
something is wrong on the platform;
• A staff member: He is any agent of the municipal
administration authorized to use the system to respond to
user requests.
• The Mayor: He is a chief of a town council with the
special role of generating authorization automatically when
all requirements are satisfied;
• Conflict manager officer: He is also a staff member able
to propose a solution to a complaint request from occupants.
• System administrator: He is the one in charge of the
system management. He updates the spatial database and
manages the different users.
5.2.2. Use-cases
Table 2. Different actors in the proposed system
Number

Use-cases

1

Login

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

View areas
Request an area
Send a complaint
Consult a complaint
View a document
Consult a reply
Generate an authorization
decree
Submit a reply

Main-actors
All applicants except
ordinary users
All citizens
Any citizen
An occupant
staff members
Staff members
Staff members
The Mayor
Conflict manager officer

A use-case represents a set of actions performed by the
system and produces an observable and interesting result for
a particular actor. Fu rthermore, a use-case models a service
provided by the system. It allows describing what the future
system should do without specifying how it will do it. A ll
use-cases should describe comprehensively the functional
requirements of the system according to Roques in[13].
Table 2 presents different use-cases we identified about the
proposed system.
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The use-case diagram shows the functional interactions between actors and the system. Figure 1 shows the use-case
diagram about a citizen.

Figure 1. Use-case diagram which concern a citizen

Figure 2. Sequence diagram about monitoring an area
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5.2.3. Dynamic Analysis
The dynamic analysis is used to monitor the evolution of objects and to understand their operations in the system. It is
based on several charts including the sequence diagram. Many sequence diagrams can be drawn according to identified
use-cases. Figure 2 presents the sequence diagram about mon itoring an area.
5.2.4. Static Model and Relat ional Model
Static analysis is responsible for the structural description of system co mponents. We describe the different classes through
the class diagram and their relationship. Taking into account that there may be interactions between the different classes, we
can rearrange them into the package diagram. Figure 3 shows the class diagram o f the proposed system.

Figure 3. Class diagram of the proposed system

Fro m the class diagram in Figure 2, the fo llowing relat ional model can be proposed:
DEMANDEUR (ID_ Ddeur, IFU RefCiv, No m, Prenom, Date_Nais, LieuNais, Nationalite,Profession, Addresse, Tel,
Email, Co mmune, Arrondissement, Village)
UTIISATEUR (ID_ UTIL, No m_UTIL, Pren_UTIL, Login_UTIL, PW_UTIL, Profil_ UTIL)
OCCUPA NT (user_OCCUP, ID_Ddeur)
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ACTIVITE (ID_Act, Desc_Act)
TRA VA UX (ID_TRA V, Des_TRA V)
DECRET (ID_DECRET, Lib_DECRET, Emp l_DECRET, Date_ Effet, date_exp, #ID_Dem)
ZONE (zone_ID, Desc_ZONE, Geo m_ZONE, Co mposer_de)
ROUTE (ID_ ROUTE, Long_ROUTE, Desc_ROUTE, Geo m_ ROUTE)
DOMAINE (ID_DOM, Surf_ DOM, Desc_Do m, Do mOccuper, PrixLocation, Geo m_DOM, # zone_ID)
BATIM ENT (ID_Bat, desc_Bat, Geo m_Bat, #ID_ DOM )
BOUTIQUE (ID_ BOUT, Desc_BOUT, BoutOccuper PrixLocation, #ID_Bat)
DEMANDE (ID_Dem, Date_Dem, Activ ity, Debut_Occ, Fin_Occ, #ID_ DOM , #ID_BOUT, #ID_Act, #ID_ Ddeur)
PLAINTE (ID_ PLAINTE, DATE_PLAINTE, Ob j_PLAINTE, DETAIL_PLAINTE, #ID_BOUT, #ID_DOM, #user_id)
PROPOSITION_INT (ID_ PROPO, Date_PROPO, Date_Deb_ExecP, Date_Fin_ExecP, Date_Deb_ExecEff,
Date_Fin_ExecEff, Observation, Run, # ID_PLA INTE)
NECESSITER (#ID_PROPO, #ID_TRA V)
TRA VERSER (#ID_ DOM, #ID_ROUTE)

6. Physical System Architecture
We propose a physical architecture which is based on the communication protocol TCP/IP. At the application level, the
exchange of data between the server application server (also Web) and the DBMS is through JDBC (Java Database
Connectivity). JDBC is a Java API very used to access databases. Similarly, between the data server and the server
geographical, the JDBC API is used for data exchange. In addition, different customers request services to the application
server by issue queries based on the http protocol.
HTTP request is received by the Web server. This request may require a static resource or a dynamic resource. When it is
a static resource, it is direct ly provided by the Web server. An application that requires dynamic resource (map image for
example) is redirected by the Web server to the application server which is capable of treating java server pages and servlet
codes. This request may require the consultation of the data source space. Once the map is produced, it is returned to the
application server which, in its turn, has to run on the Web server as an HTML page. Thus, the Web server is able to
interpret java server pages, and finally presents the response to the client as a static page. Figure 4 presents the physical
system architecture we proposed.

Figure 4. Physical system architecture
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7. Deployment Diagram
Figure 5 presents the deployment diagram o f the proposed system. It presents the location of the different servers involved
in the system. At the applicat ion level, data exchange mechanism between the application and Web server and the database
management system is done through JDBC which is a Java application programming interface [14]. Similarly, between the
data server and the server geographical, the JDBC API is used for data exchange.

Figure 5. Deployment diagram of the system

8. Security Policy
It should be noted at the deployment diagram a DMZ DeMilitarized Zone 1 in Figure 5 co mprising the application,
geographic server and the data server. It is an area to which access is regulated by the security policy defined as follows:
• traffic fro m an external network to the DMZ is allowed if it is a request to the application server (http request);
• traffic fro m the external network to the internal network (LAN) is prohibited;
• traffic fro m the internal network to the DMZ is allo wed only for http requests sent to the application server;
• internal network traffic to the external network is also allowed.

9. Simulation Results
The simu lation consists of testing the platform on the different requirements we defined. The following subsections
explain step by step the different functionalities of the imp lemented Web mapping application.
9.1. Homepage of the Pl atform
The platform ho me page has mainly three parts the banner, the navigation bar, and the body.
The menu Accueil helps userss to reach the home page any time it is clicked. The menu Visualiser is used to show areas to
the users. The menu Connexion is designed to connect users with existing account on the platform. In this case, the connected
user has more options. The menu Demander is a means for the user to request an area. Figure 6 shows the home page of the
Web mapping platform we developed.
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Figure 6. Home page of the Web mapping system

The interface shown in Figure 7 is the one obtained Once the user is logged in.
9.2. Areas’ visualization
The visualization page is composed of two parts. On the left, we have advanced layout options and at the right the layout of
the map. Figure 7 shows the interface of area visualizat ion.

Figure 7. Interface one the user is logged
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9.3. Request about an Area or a Shop
Two steps characterize a request about an area or a shop. During the first step, the user clicks on the menu Demande and the
platform replies only with available areas and shops. Figure 8 shows the interface after a click on such a menu.

Figure 8. Available areas or shops shown by the platform

During the second step, once the user has a look on available areas or shops, he can ask for these areas or domain by
clicking on the menu Demande. He then has access to the following form as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Form to fill when asking for an area or shop available
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9.4. The Mayor Homepage once Logged
The mayor of a town council has some specific functions once logged with login and password. He has the possibility to
generate an authorization decree or reject the request. Figure 10 shows the interface that allo ws such functionalities.

Figure 10. Functionalities defined for the mayor once logged

The mayor can obtain details about requested areas or shops if he clicks on the menu Details. He can also have the list of
the requested areas in the queue. Figure 11 shows the interface about the list of requested areas in the queue.

Figure 11. Interface that shows the list of requested areas in the queue
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10. Conclusions
In this paper, we adopted a methodology with the main
objective to design a useful Web mapping application to
town councils for area and shop management. In this project,
we used JSP and servlets technologies, and Java libraries to
implement the prototype. The proposed system can display
maps and users can interact with it. It has a high extension
possibility. Through various tests, we may conclude this tool
is very useful for a town council. However, one should note
that the proposed system does not take into account 3D
monitoring aspects.
To go further in this work, we may consider some
perspectives:
• introduce geographic analysis to manage conflicts of
proximity;
• imp lement a 3D monitoring function.
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